Following Jureckova (1981) we introduce a finite-sample measure of performance of regression estimators based on tail behavior. The least squares estimator is studied in detail, and we find that it may achieve good tail performance under strictly Gaussian conditions. However, the tail performance of the least-squares estimator is found to be extremely poor in the case of heavy-tailed error distributions or when leverage points are present. Further analysis of the least-squares estimator with light-tailed errors indicates the strong influence of the design matrix in determining tail performance. Rousseeuw's (1982) least-median-of-squares estimator.
Introduction
Several authors, including Bahadur(1967) and Sievers(1978) , have studied measures of performance for estimators T n = T n (X x ,...,X n ) of a location parameter, 9, based on the tail probability /V | T n -9 1 >a ) for a fixed a as «-+oo. In the location model with independent observations X x , . . . ,X n from an absolutely continuous, symmetric distribution function F(x-9) with density f(z) = f(-z) > 0, zeR 1 , Jureckova (1981) -log(l-F(a)) for fixed n as a-*oo, and showed that for any [reasonable] translation equivariant T n , 1 < liminf B(a,T n ) = B < limsup B(a,T n ) = B < n.
(1.2)
Further, it was shown that both bounds can be attained by the sample mean T n = X n . For F's with exponential tails, X n attains optimal tail performance with the log of the probability of {\T n -9\>a) tending to zero n times faster than the log of the probability that a single observation from F exceeds a. While for F's with algebraic tails, the probability that \X n -9\>a tends to zero no faster than the probability of a single observation from F exceeding a. This striking lack of robustness of X n , i.e. the sensitivity of its tail performance to (n) are the order statistics of the random sample, X lt ,X n ; c,>0, / = 1 n\ £c, = l; and c,=c n _ t>1 =0 for i =0,\,...,k,0<k< n /2. Jureckova (1979) proved that A: +l<liminf 5(fl,F")<limsup B(a,T n )<n-k.
(13) a-oo a-»oo
Thus for the sample median with n odd, \imB(a,T n ) = (n + l)/2. Furthermore, for any 
We wish to estimate the parameter fi without precise knowledge of the shape of F. Consider estimators T n of satisfying the affine (or regression) equivariance condition,
To extend the measure of tail performance (1.1) used for scalar location estimators to the p-dimensional regression context we propose Proof. For 7 G T , define 0(7) = sup 7(6) < +00 Remarks. In the one-sample location model h = \/n and thus (iii) An upper bound on the tail performance of L-estimators of the regression parameter based on regression quantiles (Koenker and Bassett(1978) and Koenker and Portnoy(1987) ) is based on the following result. Koenker and Bassett(1978) , k < min{0,l-d}n. The result then follows for either type of error distribution. 
